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Product Description

FICHA INFORMATIVA

DISTÂNCIA MINÍMA DE FOCAGEM 1 Metros
DISTÂNCIA MÁXIMA 7 Metros
WIFI SIM
Nº USB's 2
Nº HDMI's 1
LUMINOSIDADE 3000 ANSI lumens
CORES 1,073 biliões de cores
HDMI SIM
CONSUMO DE ENERGIA 277 W
ECRÃ 762 - 7620 mm (30 - 300")
GARANTIA 1 ANO
The Epson EB-1780W projector is a powerful and versatile device that brings high-quality
visuals to any presentation or entertainment setting. With its impressive 3000 lumens
brightness and WXGA resolution, this projector delivers clear and vibrant images, ensuring that
your content is displayed with exceptional clarity and detail. Whether you're giving a business
presentation, sharing photos with friends and family, or enjoying a movie night at home, the EB-
1780W is designed to meet your needs. Its compact and lightweight design makes it easy to
carry and set up, allowing you to effortlessly bring it to different locations. Equipped with
advanced features, this projector offers flexible connectivity options, including HDMI and
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wireless capabilities. This means you can easily connect your laptop, smartphone, or other
devices to the projector, making it convenient to share your content without any hassle. Thanks
to its built-in speaker and automatic keystone correction, the EB-1780W provides an immersive
audio-visual experience. The projector's 1.2x optical zoom and vertical/horizontal keystone
correction ensure that your images are perfectly aligned and proportioned, even in challenging
projection environments. With its energy-efficient lamp and long-lasting durability, the EB-
1780W is a cost-effective choice for both personal and professional use. Its low maintenance
requirements and easy-to-use interface make it a reliable and user-friendly option for anyone
seeking a high-performance projector. Experience the power and versatility of the Epson EB-
1780W projector, and elevate your presentations and entertainment to a whole new level.
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